Confidence, problem-solving, and relational development are not skills that we achieve early on and then draw upon seamlessly for the rest of our life. These skills must be constantly updated to suit new demands. Within higher education, students must be encouraged to confront new information with curiosity rather than fear and with a flexible rather than fixed mindset. And, as the problems students confront become increasingly complex over time, they are even more likely to need others.
Consider how active the Society for the History of Authorship, Reading and Publishing (SHARP) listserv is: every day, researchers ask one another for help. What makes SHARP so powerful is that it brings together folks from a variety of homes across history, publishing, languages, and literature. Furthermore, studying book history requires talking to curators, librarians, archivists, booksellers, auctioneers, collectors, artisans, conservationists, and a whole host of other professionals engaged in bookish activities. This wide world of book studies can be overwhelming for the student used to the closed circuit of academia. Individuals outside the traditional dyad of professor-student may be friendly experts, eager to help and enthusiastic about their knowledge, but the learning curve of appreciating the contexts in which books were and are created, circulated, and consumed is steep-so steep, in fact, that none of us ever master it. We all just learn about our piece of the puzzle.
Play addresses the problem of this overwhelm because it generates a positive state of flow.
By playing, students can begin to address their book history learning curve. As "a player is so engaged and absorbed in the problem-solving activity that he/she loses the sense of effort and repetition, and gains powerful satisfaction," play is a way to introduce and deepen concepts without emphasizing the learning process itself. 2 While students in higher education can use play to address overwhelm through inducing a flow state of consciousness, just like those in early childhood education, they are not preschoolers and should not be treated as such. Enter specially-designed games calibrated to suit the advanced abilities of later learners.
Many disciplines such as economics, 3 mathematics, 4 and science 5 have long seen the value of games in their college and graduate-school curricula. However, liberal arts disciplines are less attuned to the value of games, seeing them more as a subject of study than a pedagogical strategy. In 2011, Overwhelm might prevent students from learning, but students do have natural curiosity regarding rare books. As a former special collections librarian, I saw that students always want to know how much our holdings are worth. And I am speaking of financial value, not cultural value. Is this something that comes up in your classes too? Codex Conquest gets right to that issue-it may not provide exact figures, but through a scale it allows students to compare relative financial values and see that what they think is expensive may not in fact be as costly as they imagined, although sometimes cultural value does indeed translate to a high price tag. Humanities students do not usually make the jump from cultural to financial value as the latter is seen as a topic better suited to those studying the library and information sciences. Yet to ignore humanities' students' natural curiosity regarding how the book market historically and currently assesses price robs students of the opportunity to more deeply engage with book history. Both Codex Conquest and Mark take common points of entry-how much is that book worth and wow, that paratext is pretty! (not that they say it that way)-and ground these comments into more substantial discussion. Granted, these conversations do not need to occur in a game setting, but games invite students to reflect critically on their own interests rather than feeding them preselected topics according to only our own learning objectives.
I will conclude with a short statement of how game development in general relates to digital humanities. My games are paper-based, but most folks assume when I mention my game development work that I make video games. While video games provide wonderfully immersive learning environments, I go the low-fi route because of my own ignorance. There is just no way I can teach myself video game development while I hold a full-time job! But, like any good academic, I can talk myself out of that corner. Card games are easier for others to adapt. Because OER depends on other instructors easily using and remixing content, and most of us are not computer programmers, my lack of knowledge is not a problem-it is an asset! But a focus on a physical product should not mean that these games are disqualified from the digital humanities. Rather, my games move digital humanities into a new direction. Digital humanities is a methodology that applies digital tools to address new research and teaching queries.
My query is "how can I teach students book history in a new way that is both free and easy to
